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THOUGHT OF THE 
DAY



WORD POWER 
RECAP

• Provocation(Noun) :चिढ़ने का कारण
Something that causes anger or 
action

• Ceasefire (Noun): युद्धचिराम
Agreement to stop fighting 
temporarily

• Ally(Noun): चमत्र To unite formally, as 
by treaty, league

• Stipulates(Verb):शर्त लगाना To state 
exactly what something must be or 
how something must be done



WORD POWER RECAP

• Enclave(Noun):चिदशेी अंर्ः Region

• Emboldened(Verb):प्रोत्साचिर् करना
Instilled with boldness, courage, or 
resolution

• Destabilize(Verb): अचथिर To make 
unstable

• Starved(Verb): भूखे रिना Very hungry



Unprecedented (Adj.) :  अपूित

Never Happened Before

Synonyms: Anomalous , 

Unparalleled

Antonyms: Customary , Familiar

Stature (Noun): ऊँिाई Amount of 

public respect or popularity; 

someone's height.

Synonyms: Prominence , Caliber

Antonyms: Impotence , 

Inadequacy



Bagged (Adj.):जीर्ा The act of 

winning one over, leading into a 

relationship

Synonyms: Nail , Capture

Antonyms: Liberate , Surrender

Impediment(Noun):बाधा

Something that makes progress 

or movement difficult or 

impossible

Synonyms: Encumbrance , 

Retardment



Grit(Noun): धैयत , कंकरी Small 

pieces of stone or sand , 

Courage 

Synonyms: Pebbles , Gravel

Antonyms: Timidity , Cowardice

Hindered(Verb): अड़िन डालना To 

limit the ability of someone to do 

something

Synonyms: Crimp , Interrupt

Antonyms: Permit , Support



Repechage(Noun):चभड़ा दनेाA 

race (especially in rowing) 

in which runners- up 

in the eliminating heats compete

for a place in the final race.

Synonyms: Semi- final , Quarter-

final

Bout(Noun): पारी A turn at work 

or any action

Synonyms: Round , Session



Sparring (Adj.): बिस To practice 

the sport of boxing without 

hitting hard

Synonyms: Buffeting , Bashing

Antonyms: Peaceful , Kind

Vulnerable(Adj.): आलोिनीयAble 

to be easily physically or 

mentally hurt, influenced, or 

attacked

Synonyms: Unprotected , 



The Best Of Four



ARTICLE

Punia confirmed his superstar status in 

Indian wrestling with his fourth medal

Bajrang Punia, one of the most 

decorated Indian wrestlers, collected an 

unprecedented fourth World 

championships medal, a bronze in 

Belgrade. He reiterated his superstar 

status in the challenging 65kg weight 

category. Punia had claimed a bronze in 

60kg as his first Worlds medal in 2013 

and took five more years to land his 

second, a silver in 65kg. Since Udey 

Chand opened the country’s account in 



ARTICLE

Punia grew in stature when he bagged a 

third Worlds medal, another bronze, in 

2019 and defied a knee injury to claim 

an Olympics bronze in Tokyo last year. 

His latest feat, which was achieved in 

spite of an impediment, was similar to 

his performance in the Olympics. It 

spoke about the champion wrestler’s 

ability to overcome odds. After struggling 

with injuries that resulted in his 

indifferent form in the last one year, he 

displayed grit to get back to his usual 

attacking game. This year he took his 

second consecutive Commonwealth 



ARTICLE

However, his journey in the Belgrade 

World championships was hindered 

early as he picked up a head injury in 

his first fight in the pre-quarterfinals. He 

lost to Yianni (John) Diakomihalis in 

the quarterfinals but got a lifeline when 

the American entered the final.

Even though a bandage around his 

head affected Punia’s focus, the 28-

year-old held his nerve and fought his 

heart out to erase massive deficits in 

repechage and bronze medal 

contests. His spectacular bronze medal 

bout, in which he came back from 0-6 



ARTICLE

Pan-American silver medallist Sebastian 

Rivera of Puerto Rico, will rank high 

among the all-time sensational fights put 

up by an Indian wrestler at the elite level.

Punia relied on his exemplary discipline, 

hard work and endurance to graduate 

from being a junior sparring partner of 

Olympic medallist Yogeshwar Dutt at 

Delhi’s Chhatrasal Stadium to become a 

world beater. Now he needs to work on 

his vulnerable leg defence and slower 

attacking moves to prepare for the bigger 

tests ahead. Besides, the 28-year-old 

would do a world of good to himself by 





• They recommend this book even 

though they himself had never read 

it.

(a) they themselves had

(b) they themself has

(c) it itself had

(d) one oneself has

(e) No improvement required

• This is the house that Jack built it.

(a) that Jack is building it

(b) Which Jack built it

(c) whom Jack built

(d) that Jack built

(e) No improvement required



• In no way do I agree with what 
you're saying.

(a) In no way I do
(b) In no way I don’t
(c) No way I don’t
(d) Do I in no way
(e) No improvement required

• Everything is funny, as long as it is 
happening 

too somebody else.

(a) has been happening for
(b) is happening to
(c) was happening too
(d) could have happened to
(e) No improvement required




